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Div_er~ity~lanA.dopted" ByJ ournakDefeated By.Review
by ElizabetbMacGregor

Virginia, Harvard and New York "l!owev~r,after'theapproximately'
University, wi11~ointo
effect
.flfty-flve
members have been
this spring. ,It will not change
selected through- the traditional
the baSIC nature of. the compet-proces.s,
the ", final
selection
ition.
. Under 'the'
current
committee may[ select from zero
.selection procedure,
selection to
to five additional members based
. the/ournal
is based sixty percent
on
the
outstanding.
personal
on grades and forty percent on a
statements.
. Only
applicants
writmgcompetition
held during
demonstratiil~ "solid potential for
spring break ...•.. '
'" .'
.
Journal work" -- as Indicated by
,', Under . the diversity plan, an
their grade-point
average and'
applicant' may also submit an .:
writing competition score -- will
optional·... personal .•-. statement,
be selected through the diversity .
turned, in separately
from the
process, .
. .
'. '.
writing sample,
describing how
The plan was developed by a
their .presence on Journal 'would
committee
of
three
Journal enhance the publication.
The
editors and three Law Review,.
statement would be confidential
editors. It took almost a year to
and the applicant would-not put
formalize. The Journal committee
his or her name on it .r: Factors.
members
included
Julie . Ford,
that would be considered include
Denise Greig, and Doug Fierberg.
cultural background;
nationality,
The Law Review' representatives
personal. a~vers.ity,. physical or
w~re . Michae}. Maurer
Evelyn
mentaldlsablhty.
pnorexYmg. and Philip Crawford.
.In

On Thursday night, the staff of
the Journal voted to adopt a
diversity plan which will permit
the editorial.board
to consider an'
applicant's .rac~....: cultural back-:
ground,' disability,
and other
diversity. factors in addition to
objective. criterion in selection'
for membership.:
The same
eveningc rthe staff of the Law
Review -rejected a.iconstitutlonal
amendment
that
would have
impleme~ted.an identical plan for
that publication .. -. ,-. . .
The plan passed the Journal by
a vote of forty-five in favor ana
thirty opposed.
Eight members,
did not-rvote.:" To '.amend . its'
Constitution,
the Law Review
required a favorable vote' of twothirds of ..its membership,'
or
seventy-four-votes,
The amend-

unusual. .Furthermore, a majority
of the wholeboardmust
approve
each diversity statement.
Opponents to th~ plan cited a:
number of reservations; One fear'
is that the current.' plan leaves
too much discretion in the hands
of the boards.
The plan offers
no absolute cut-off for. diversity
admission;".' rather,
the
board
determines admission on an ad
.hoc basis.' Therefore, according
to critics, it is conceivable that
'an applicant in the bottom of the
rankings
may. be selected for
membership, .... ·
'.'
.
Proponents of the plan .admit
that It leaves a great deal of
discretion in the hands of the
editorial board.
According to
committee members
this was a
conscious decision. They' wanted
the board, to have flexibility in:
Its decision
process
that an .
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membership'~election" "':':::"'sco~ing'1' ,. '.
res91u!lOn..only,teqUlredaslmple
." " ".Before the end, <;>f·the..sl>rt.ng,.Accordlpg
to Mlchael.Ma~rer".,
of thewntmg;'
~ample,welght
m~~~bt;dingtoit~I'yri'.Ying,i~w-·
R~view Arhcles' Editor, ,the plan
wI!l .be passed ;to .the. new
edltonal
board...
.Smce .•the
amendmentfailed.byonly
a few
votes, she and other committee
members felt that the new board
would pro.b.a.blY. w.ork to.devise.a
new plan to be> voted on. next

".

~eite ptan,q\iitksi~il;l~
·to.'()n.es.
Implemented at the.Umversltyof

'~~r:it~:s
.·~(i~~~d\\~~iarfbt~~~
.will.review
the. statem.ents . and

•

'~g~m~f:Je:~o~~~schi~;~~J;izI~:'"
.an
ideal. personal .statement.;
Howeyer, It was felt th~t the
c0n:tmlttee m.embers,. by bpngmg
then own dlverseVlewl?omts
to
the selection process" will easily
recognize applications presenting
ne~ qualities for the publication.
By
the
same. proc~ss,
the

select t!le~ostoutstan~mg.
The,
full.edltonal
board wIll vote ·on.,
each:' of these statements
. to
determimf' whether to consider it.
A. majority' of ','the . board must
yotefavorab!y
on a s.tatement for
It to be consldered.
bare'din. 8n~h:ra~~~m:~ase.1~1H~~~g~~~\ti~ens
sample

-wIll .proceed

as'usuaL

TracltteIib~rg New'.GWU
i,1

puffmgor'

President

However Trangsrud said. "The'
ful
management ·in
Iiigher
fact that the presidential search
-education, fundraising,
planning
has now been completed is a help
and organization.
The committee
to us ..' in ..the
Dean
search
paid.
particular
attention
to
process."
..•• '. .•••. ...•. . ..'
.
candidates expr~ssing interest. in
In addition to his _Qractice as'a
respondmg to .Issues- concernmg
lawyer _ with the U.S. Atomic
the diversity of the university
Energy Commission, Trachtenberg
,r- community
.and the
resp01\has also. taught law and public
sibilities and opportunities of' the
administration
. at'
Hartford..
urban university in the nation's'
Hartford does 'not have a law or
capital.
. ..
medical .. school. . Nevertheless,
: In accepting the; appointment,
Trachtenberg's
accomplishments
Trachtenberg
sald,"George
.
. there have 6een impre'ssive. The
'Washington
University.
has
University
of, Hartford changed'established
an enviable reputation
. from' a - commuter college to a"as
an institution whose devotion.
Division),
respectedacad~~ic
'to teaching, research and service
center' ' •.m.
the
'competIhve
is balanced. with a powerful
northeast.
In addition
he has
involvement
in national
and
been responsible
for Hartford's
international
affairs.
My first
massive building projects, and an
goa! as presic;lent will be to se.e
increased endowment.
to'· It that thiS balance and thiS
The..
Presidential-Search
rec'ord'
of
achievement
are
Committee
.is
.. particularly
maintained
. and,
whereve
enthusiastic
about' Trachtenberg.
possible1strengthened
an
Chairman L. Stanley Crane said.
extendea."
"Stephen Trachtenberg
is known
This will not be Trachtenberg'
as a ,dynamic
and innovative
first stint in Washington.Afte
leader
who is committed
to
graduating from Yale and working
excellence in higher education."
for the U.S.' Atomic Energy
The
committee
selected
Commission, he joined the stiff
Trachtenberg
from five finalists
of the' House Education
and
on the baSIS of his satisfaction
Labor Committee as a legislative
of varied criteria
including
a
assistant.
Ip" 966, he serve<! _lts

bYS:~~Z;~:~;~~h~g
has..

been appointed .as' the' fifteenth
President of George Washington '.
University. ,He wlll replace the
outgoing President Lloyd Elliot
on August 1 when Elhot completes his· twenty. third year at
the head of this university.
.
Mr~ Trachtenberg'
comes to
W ashmgton
from..
Hartford:
Connecticut .where he has been
president pf the Univ~rsity- of .
Hhartford SlDCe 1977;'HlS
tenure'
t .ere intimates
chan'ges
and
probable energetic fast forward
for GW in the near future,
Trac~tenberg's
appointment
is
of particular mterest to the law
school since he holds a J.D. from
Yale,and therefore is likelY to
be attuned to the'heedsof
the
ltawbschool: In addition, Trachen erg will. at least be on the
.scen~ when-' the new Dean: is
~PPfomted. However, according t
ro. essor
Roger.
Trangsru
chaum.an of the Dean Searc
C9mmlttee~ President Elliot wit
~tl.11be qffJclally the president 0
DIS uI!lverslty when the new
Efif~,s I~ups~~~rteo'} Dea~ B~~:tJ
as mstrumental· in his selection.
'.
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ca~h~tstl~~~lS.\n~~~~~
not slgnlflcantly

?~;J:~~~~~~i.~.~~.~~~f~:~s-

...

~~v:i~' t~rJ~_;cfl~~ng a~:~~~~' vi~d
. percentage t<;>,be selected . based
solely' .on ~ntmg ~an1Ple are not
speclfled 1D constItutIOns or bylaws, but determined
by the
editorial 'boards.
"The entire
competition
relies on'. the good
faitli of the board," said Maurer ..
". Furthermore,
Qroponents note,
.~~itei~~I~~t~bJe f~g~afh:pg~\;~~
Go to page 13, col. 1

l be Late,
l

and
No.t..; So -Great,
.

.'

.Professors
·Deadlines,
for· ,professors
and
students alike, come and go. The
following is a list of professors
who nave. failed to meet the NLC
deadlines
set
for
them . for
turning· in grades to. the records
office. .
Banzhaf'
Chandler
Cibinik'
Dienes
:Nash'
·Reitze
Sharpe
Sims
Trangsrud
Woodman
Zenofr

. January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January

21
14
25
7
21
26
13

6

14
4
6
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Sig~if~;t J:~d~~fst~~t~n~~~s~h~fS&~'JL~~infh~a1;~rja~~l~~~::~it:;
plan. seeks to create a more heterqgeneous membership
on. the'
publlcatlon -- racially, culturally, ethnically andecon.omically among
'other .factors .. However). we cannot help but think that the'Journal
staff, as well as t.he staIrs of every other organization at the NLC,
~ould be more diverse If our student body, as a whole .were more
dIverse.·'
. .'
. '.'
'.
".
.
In order to create a more diverse environment theadministra. ,bon
must take the lead. This environment can only be changed by
develop 109 recruitment, admissI.·ons and financial aid policies de.signed
to ~ncourage enrollment
of talented mino.ritystudents,
older ..,.
'. candidates and economically dIsa~vantaged. applicants. , ...., ....
. ' '.'
. . Ip.. order to recruit more diverse candidates, particular.ly racial
.. minorities, the NLC must .be. present~d as an envtronment that will .
;.. be hospitable.
The Admissions OffI~e should-.hire minority staff .
me.mbe~s1 and send them '.on recrUltmenttnpsto
colleges and
UnIVerSItIes...
,
•
,"
. . .....
. ,.'
..
.
. The current admissions and' financial aid procedures assure that ~.,
. It. WIll be :months. before. an admitted applicant receives a financial '.'
aId package.
Smce the. NLC's tuition. currently hovers around '.'
$12,000 per year,. few of the diverse candidates, qualified as they
may be, 9an conSIder attendance at GW without. some financial aid:
By. the. ~Ime they receIve word on fmancIaI. ald' from GW other
UnIVerSItIes h~ve enrolled them.'
..'.' .. " . . .........,
•., .
By contmuing the· current admissions 'poliCies we' can assure'
that our student .body will reflect those be~t able to afford it:
. talented young. men a~d women from upper-mIddle class families in
affluent AmerIcan neIghborhoods .. Wouldn't we like to see some
talented ~en and women, .young and old, from all types of backgrounds?
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The time has .come: opce .again for.SBA:a~d ;G'WUSA:.ei~ctio~s>
, ..Many students_dop. ~vote m e}tlier race. Every on'e of you are free ,
. :-to make that c~01ce..( No matter how·unwise.' We~hink 'vou.should ,;.
',-·vote.
We won ~ try to appeal--to ,your .'''d~mo~rati<:'dutY'tomake
.
. you vote; norwIII we prom!seyou.that
votmg Isapanacea.We
do '
.:' however,. hope that you wIll put lOa ballot for the<candidate. of .
, ' . ,your chOIce.
....
.;
..,
' .... ,. .
.•.. ' ":
..
.
,.~:' ".
Law ,students are·;notorious. ~ruml?le'i's~':: Without time'and·
; ,. energy, . those grumbles rarely eltcIt actIOn. :'But making things
. .' ' h;tP'pell ~~th.e purp~se ~f the SBA and GWUSA. Beyond theIr highly
_ vIsI~le SOCIal arbIter' . role, the SBA has, and is expected to
, . cont1Oue, to reach real Issues. of ~tudent .c~nceql, such as adjusting
to a new Jaw school and. UnIVerSIty admIUlstratIon, developing and
'Impl~~ent~ng. a school-WIde honrr ~ode,. and saving the credit/no" "
c~ed~t optIon (rom. complete extmctIon .. GWUSA, responsIble for .dIstnbutt~g umversity. funds and help.ing to fo..rm university policy.
has a VItal, though unbeknownst, .. rOI.le
..'.' in, .every ·,I.aw,.stude.n.t's.
. enrollment at the NLC; .'
" .'
.
;. , ., '. ~ "
'.
..'
Grumble or pay. attention tothecampaigns:dn·,thecoming
weeks. And, then, vote~'
.
,

.'

Banzhaf •. " is .that' not. enough
fa~ulty . members
have, offices
with . windows.
It IS common
. Professor Banzhaf -is absolutely
knowledge
that
lofty
law
·corr.ect.m
suggestmg~ that one
professors who spend countless
way to Improve the NLC's rank
·hours pondering the great legal
'. among the nation's law schools is
Issues of our time are justifiably
· to provide offices with windows
concerned about the number of
to a!lprofessors
and thereby'
. square feet. of window. space
enabling
the' NLCto
attract
allotted
per
faculty·· '.office
· hIghe~quality faculty.
,'.
.
Arthur Miller. the noted Harvard
It IS a well established
fact
Law professor and role model for
,that· quality .of a law school
actor John Hausman's portrayal
• faculty is commensurate with the
of Professor Kingsf'ield, once told
percentage of. faculty offices with
~."a reporter th~t. the reason he'
, windows.
The latest census
.;accepted a posinon at Cambridge
reveals' that . while
the
law
. rather than in Foggy Bottom was
schools at Stanford, Harvard and'
~ecauset ':Harvard has the cutest
Yale (arguably .the top three law
little 0 fices, . and, on. a clear
schoolsJn the country) provided '
day, the 'view just ..takes my
an. average· of 73.2 percent of
breath away."
.
thei.r p~pfessors with "rooms with'
I ; recently
read
a study
·,a VIew, only 32.6 percent of the
comparing the physical plants of
NL~'s faculty had offices from
Georgetown Law School. ranked
WhICh they could keep abreast of
number thirtee!.11 and the National
th~ latest chllnges in the weather
L~w Centet~
Not surprisingly, I
WIthout havmg to pick up a
. dIscovered. that Georgetown has
phone or turn on a radio .
_ an average -.of 6.3 square feet of
As Professor Banzhaf states
space per faculty office, whereas
what we need are "more specific
, th.eNational.
Law Center has a
~nd. c,oncret~ ptan.s for advancing." .' WI~PY. 1.4 average.'
My con10 theranl\mgs."That
is why 1
· cluSlpn, reflected m the rankings,
. am proposmg to Dean Barron .'
wasmescapable.
'
·(what does he care? -~, his office
A~ .if. this testi~onywere'
not
IS. essentially one big' window)
suffICIent to· dnve' .the point
that a commi~t~~ ,be set up. to
homel I know from personal
study the pOSSIbIlIty of provIdmg
expenence
the·.' importance
of
_e~ch fa~ulty' office
with
a
natural in~oor lighting.
Durin~
wmdow .. 10 order to '"make the
mymterviews
last Fall, I didn t
·outside woild visible to all NLC
.:;waste.my
time
asking trivial
· professors and consequently
to
,questIons such ~, "What type of
make the NLC· more .visible.· to
....!aw does the fIrm practice?" or
the rest of the world by upping
.
Hqw many y'ears to partnership?"
the. ,sfhool's
rank among the
.1 SImply .lImIted my inquiries to
natIon s law schools~ In honor of
' ..; tlJe ,.archl~ectural <.Iesign of the
Professor Bapzhaf,whose
lov~ of
acrony'ms .." IS .... legendary, .' the . t. fum s·off!l;e....focusmg.of course.
.on the wmao"':.space;
; Needless
.commIttee,would
be callea VIEW'
.to say my.matlbox
waS..quickly
rV:isibility and Excellence through
• 'crammed
wIth offers..
Wmdows).
.
. '
' • :professor'
B.anzhaf. has' correctly
It was· about
time someone
· pqmted . out .that the. 'lack of
~oke up and exposed the, ugly
wmdow space has endangered the
· facts unaerlying the NLC's image .. . . mental
health of the faculty and
· problem.
Where would this law
has d~val~ed' each and ..every
school be without, the ubiquitous
student s dIploma.
Therefore
I
Professor John Banzhaf?,
sug,gest. that Profess9r.' Banzhaf
and hIS Legal ActIVIsm class
··Marc
,R.Sal~ms; ...;.
. ..~'.,
purspe a, law suit against the
archItect .for emotional distress
and neglIgence: , Obviously any
reasonable
person would ,have
:TotheEditor:"
.
. :kno.wn. the risks: involved in
<,

.

'

:" .

,

':~;.:TJi~,2newYear,
. holds<mu~h
;~,~~~~~n: vie~~culty
'.' offices
· .p!'o!ll1se for the future . of the
; Although' it is blatantly clear
Un~ted;Statesand
the ..world.
th!lt.. we have a serious window
" EUzabe~h H~ Macgregor
· Peqstn;Hka and Glasnost. a new
cnsis. on:~~ur hands, I'must. in
'.'.' ..." EdItor-m-ChIef
..
begmmng. for. the space., shuttle
the- mterests··of
fairness and
.
CeCelia' C. Ibson'
and the. Amencan space {'rogram
" '. full disclosure, present some of
. . .. ' . , Peter Most··
peace m Central. Amenca
and . " the argument~ I have heard in
,,:.c"Sall)' Weinbrom
the. end ,or Ronald
Reagan's - favor of' wmdowless' offices.
'1'1 '...
Editors.
reSIdency at 1600 Pennsylvania
. Generally; these arguments focus
David Koman""
Avenue. are bufa
few of. the , . o.n. decr~ased
faculty
produc,'.,. Produetion Editor'
pleasures~ 1988 has· in. store for
tIVIty. fIrst, faculty who lack
.
Bill Koch .'
us., Unfortunately fonhe humble
the stnctest
self-discipline
,,' , Business Manager "
..students .~.of the" National Law'
,have been known to &aze hypnotiKenneth W. Brothers
Center;; J98~'YilI
not find our
cally through their wmdows for.
,
STA:·
beloved InstItutIOn ranked ~mong,
hou;rs .on end .. Obviously, these
penodIc -trances use time that
The ~d~oc'aieis'~tiblished'
bi;.w~e'kiYb; tl~~:~i~de~tsof -ih~~;'
:.. , the. top, twenty law schoolsm the'
natIon( .Although.' this startling
may. have been allocated toward
National Law Center at George Washington University. Its offices; ("
ne\vsJJs mdeed gnm,. we should
wntmg,'
. scholarly
works.
are locate~ on the third floor of Bur~s Library. 716 20th. Street. . .
b.e solaced by Professor Banzhafs
Secpqd, wI!1dows are not as hea:t
N.W•• Washmgton. D.C .• 20052. The VIews expressed herem do not. .
.fme.,.efforts to bnng attention to,
effICIent ~ ':;walls. . In the
.' qecessarily reflect the views of the editorial board, the'
, ..
,the .Issues "that plague . our, law .. ' wmter ... thIS means cold drafts
Nabonal Law. Center. or George Wasllington Uqiversity.· The.\>
.school. and retard Its ascent to
Cold, Ol:aftS mean. f1ues~ coughs
. Advocate wIll c~n~lder for pubhc~t1on all artIcles, letters; ......
OIympI~nstature.among
the legal
and vanous other Illnesses. As
cartoons or opmIon fleces submitted by·the Thursda}' .'.,',;pr~fessIOn .. In hIS latest scathmg
~ .8eneral rule, germ' and virus
before publication. ,AI textshould be typed and SIGNED ..
I arbc~e;
Prqfessor. ' Banzhaf ".wastes
mfected.
faculty
are ,. less
n.o tIme tnmming the fat~ to get
productIv:e than healthy faculty.
'. nght to the heart of the matter '
F1O~Ily, 'faculty
in windowed
Tq he)l with c!ead issues such as,offI~es.
tend
t~.' waste time
m monty, recrUItment. low profile','
sonJunng 1;1PtnvIaI issues' to
aculty~
(except. . of' 'course'
Il:ag about .m law school newspaf
,
Professor'" Banzhaf." who'
has
pers. ObVIously at the National
probably never been accused of
L~w Center where offices are
Tuesday: Januiuy. 19~ 1988",
apathy), poor quality teaching' or
wmdowless, we do not have this
Monday, February 1 1988
". Tuesday, February 16, 1988 "'
sky~ocke\ing tuition far in excess',
problem.
.
of 1OfIatIon..... Let's face it1. the'
. - 'This letter was inttmded to be
.,
Monday, February 29 1988
,realp~oble.m.,
.appropnately
a'
sarcastic
criticism
of
Monday, March 21,,' 1988":
'
charactenzed'
by .c- Professor
Professor r Banzhaf's
l!nalysis.
., Monday,. April 4, .1988
,"
.
~ ... _

"

.

t

'~",

'

'.

. f/'
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Letters to the Editor (Cont'd)
It does' not sl!ggest,· however,
that hIS conclusions are faulty.
The National Law Center has'it
.serIOUS Image problem that needs
to be addressed.
I think it was
unfortunate
.that
Professor'
Banzhaf chose to trivialize the. .
issue, "but at least he. brought '
it to our attention.
It is now
up .to the administration
to ask,'
and. resolve
some p'enetrating
questions.
Why don twe
have
more courses designed to, take
a.dvantageof
our unique location? Why don't we attract more
mlnoritiesf.
Why can't many of·
our professors, teach law, and
relate to students more effectIvely? Why don't GW professors
publish more frequently'[. Answers
to these and other questions may
shed some light, on the ultimate
question: Why aren't we in, the
top twent~?,
If we spent less
time bitching and moaning about
the, windowless
offices'
and
worthless
elevators,
and . more
time pursuing . truly worthwhile
Issues concernmg
our school,
maybe we would already be in the
top twenty;
In' any event, we
can be 10 the top twenty, we'
Just have to get off our asses
to do it.

:tu~tiOn;
But;, itseems'a
small.:
prrce . to . p~y ,for
real legal
education.
Unfortunately
most
of us will- never experience' that •.
'Johanna E Chanin

Law School Justice
To the ,Editor:

~ ,.series of, recent Advocate
articles denounced
the National
Law.cCenter's
i.honor code for
students as. compared
to other
local law .s~hools..
To. temper
these criticisms,
It might
be
interesting to look at the justice
system
for
students
at GW
Specifically, what happens when
professor
unjustly
accuses
a
student of cheating and reflects
such
an
accusation
in, the
student's course grade?
'
Having
gamed
first
hand
experience 10 appealing such a
case, perhaps my example might
be . beneficialto students'
in
similar CIrcumstances and add.' a
new dimension
to the honor
system discussion.
As 'in any
conflict resolution, -step one IS
for the parties to attempt
to
r~solve.thedispute.
Failing such
dtscusston\step
two for the
Bill Vincent
student
IS" to
discuss
their
problem with one of the Deans
.Windows .111'
- Valdez ~or
Potts,
who
may
attempt mediation.
Again failing
resplution, step three requires a
To the Editor:
wntten
request for a hearing
before the law school's ScholarI would like to tesp.ond to
shipCom~ittee.
Thi~ faculty
Professor
BanzharsartIcle
,on,
peer,
reVtew
committee
tS
why, the NLC is not a top':'20
composed of three senior faculty
school. I imagine that we could
me~bers,
one of whom acts as
all sJl.eculate as to' the reasons
chaIrperson.
.
the NLC is not top-20, but it
My .experience·withthe·
seems to me the' real question·is
CommIttee, proved to beea. Jesson; , ,
wh~t,keeps the;NLCfrom, being a
in ;cooStitutlonal rationality .. The
bett!!1J school;. regardless of ItS
Forefathers knew what t.hey were
pOSItIon relatIve to other law'
schools.
I doubt
that
as .' d.omg' when they estabhshed .the
~Jury of peers'" system. The case
Professor.
Banzhaf
suggests
lOvolved
two"
Negotiations
offices without
windows
keep
professors and a paper which one
prospective
faculty
members
of the " professors
scored and
away~ . In fact ,I doubt at all
returned..
The professor did not
whether it is the ,f".acul!Y',itself'
record my,. score and the ~final
}Vhich . keeps
theNLC
from
course, grade did not reflect its)
Improvmg.
'.'
receipt.
Contacting
the other
It appears,'.' to me;
and the
professor' about the grade met
Ame.rican Bar Association as well,
with c601disbelief
that such, a
.that the" size of the first year,
mistake occurred. I produced' the
(and subsequently,
second and
scored
. paper,.
. appropriately
third ,'year)' class 'is the" real
marked 10 a dtst10ctIve green
problem.
What the NLC, really
The professor'
questioned
the
needs is a Dean who will make
authenticity~ of ,this .30 minute
substantial
cuts in thesiie
df
correction ,of a' one page exercise
. each entering class, which would
?nd ,"negotiated"
a't:"'o
point
hopefully cut dQwn PJl. the size of
10crease 10 my' grademstead
of
course rosters.
. B~.-d<iing thisj
the approximatefy
11 indicated. '
the quality of edlJcati.on woula
.SpeeFhless at bemg accused of/'
inevitably Improve .. ,,'';,:';'
forg1Og the, 'pape,r and attempting
A few weeks ago, I spoke with
to 'clieat ,10 ," such a blatant
a member of the ABA' Law School
manner and being ignorant of
Inspection
Team regarding
the
procedures for appealing such an
NLC. She told, me tliat her main
unjustifi~d deciSIon, I aCGepted.
criticism of the NLC is the size
, MortIfted, I wrote ,a 'letter to
of its student
body.
She
pean
~otts
asking
fOr his
suggested that, the "obscene" size
mterventIon
.and, .any; review
of the majority of, our classes
procedure, avaIlable (step two and
was severely effecting the quality
three .combined).-' ", After ; the
of our education.
,When I first
Dean's efforts, to 'mediate failed,
heard this, I was skeptic~l that
we
met
and
reviewed,
his
class size' was that important.
conversation, with the ~rofessor.
But I recently attended a class at
. I then moved to step four and .
a much smaller, much less preswent, before 'the
Scholarship
'~
tigious law scliool ,and - realized
. Committee.
The, Chair of the
how much' we miss atG.W.
. Committee questioned me, in the
Instead of the intimate, graduate
same terms and phrases, reiterated
education other students get in
by the Dean from his con versasmaller classes, we at ther NLC,
, tion
with ,: the, ' professor.
get 'an education
akin to an
Although
my defense. -~ 'who
lOdustrial, factory-like
produc',would, go to such lengths in such
tion.
The fault lies neIther ip'
a publtc manner to cheat?-,the students nor the professors,
seemed quite sound, the Com"
but in the environment
which
mittee ruled against me. Perhaps
prevents,
stimulating
cla$s
their review of my grades, sitting
exchange.
" I
before them, convmced them that
I hope that our new Dean wtll
make this a priority.
Of course, , even though I earned the higher
grade
and hadn't
cheated,
I
to do so, he or she' would have
didn't deserve a correction.
!O step up the school's fundraisWhatever the rationale, I stand
109 effort to compensate for lost

a

\

'

accused . and
c~nvicte(r
or"
cheating 10 law school by, a, jury
of my. professor's peers.
'I, a'
professional person of ten "years, ,
a fo{mer advocate of the poor, a
public servant with many awards,
convicted
on. the word of' a '
professor who admonished us on
the first day of class to leave
our' morals at the door. Perhaps
he thought I took. his advice I
didn't.
He was, right' in one
respect, however.
My personal
integrityand self-esteem have no
. place in law school, I am my
rades and nothing more matters.
share this experience with my
fellow students and wish you all
luck in the hallowed halls where
legal principles are heralded but
not
revered,
at least where
students are concerned.

r

~
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Patl~ye
Ellen M.Wells
CeCe Ouinlan
.Sarah Kagan
!;,7·-1t

Windows IV'
I was disturbed
by Professor
Banzhaf article "NLC: Nowhere
Near the Top Twenty."
While
Professor Banzhaf did raise some
crucial points -- li!<:~ the urgent
nec.esslty . of providing
faculty
offices WIth windows -- for the
most part his column was written
WIth reprehensible
insensitivity
.and demonstrated a commendable
mcapacity for academic leader-

ShiPr'ofessor~ Banzhaf
is' '~pset
pecause the NLC was not ranked
l!l U.S. News & World Report's
lt~t of top twenty law schools.
a,ad Ad
HIS response IS. to hypothesize
ways of improvmg the faculty
To the Editor:
and students. It seems as though
\
.
he wants to replace everyone
We would . like to. respectfully
around the NLC out himself. He
\ e~press our disappointment
and
IS very concerned' with LSA T and
dIspleasure over the Advocate's
GPA numbers.
He is very
selection .of advertisers.
We'~
concerned about being inferior to
refer
specifically
to
the
Harvard and' Yale.
Essentially,
Playboy advertisement
contained
he judges ever~thiI!g about our
in the November 2.. 1987 issue of
law scliool by ItS U.S. News &
The Advocate; thIS advertiseWorld Report ranking, and leaves
ment
you will recaIl~ invited
the reader with the impression
femal e readers to audItion for
,that
current
students
are
Playboy 'in order to be included
'parasitic
lepers
whose
places
in the masazine's special "major
~hould 1:>e
..~eld by better students
pictorial" Issue, "The Women of
. 10 the name. of propelling the
Washington."
.NLC into tlie'top twenty.
The undersigned).. members of
It is my perception that the
the Class \of
1,88,
evenin,g
purposei' of this law school is to
. division,
believe
that
thIS
.provide' an academic community
advertisement
shows a glaring'
to study the law, not merely "to
)ack of ,sensit!yity" on the" part. ~,;.,bejn the tOP Jwenty.",,:,Although
of The Advocate to women' at the ,I
share
Professor'
'Banzhaf's
National Law Center. The amount
frustration.
that, we are not
of
intellectual
energy
and . highly regarded .nationallY, I do
effort each of us has expended
not believe the. solution is to
over the past three and one naIf
,publish an ·article. in a, student
years at the NLC need not be
newspaper" implying
that
the
described, as it is common to,
~tude.ntsand faculty aregen'erally
all . students
at
the
school.
1Ofenor.,
Furthermore,
I find
Suffice
to' say that we have
Professor
Banzhaf's , dIsposition
worked hard and long to become
toward the students particularly
attorneys,
.women
who
will
offensive
because
It is the
hopefully
be judged
by our
success
of today's
graduates
professional
aChievements
and
}Vhich will more than anything
,not by our physical attributes.
Improve our reputation.
I am
We
understand
that
The
confident
that several of my
Advocate has the right to accept
fellow students will develop into
any
advertisers
it
chooses,
extraordinary attorneys, yet those
including
Playboy.
. That does
. of. us who aspire to thiscountrnot mean,.. however, . that The
y's most attractive legal jobs will
Advocate has any duty to accept
face a perennial uphill bottle
this type of advertising.
. We
against top twenty graduates due
sinc~rely
believe
.. that
a
,tq
.th~ . school.-name-based
publtcatton
'such
as Playboy
dIscnmmahon
that IS for better
with its demeaning and vulgar'
or worse ingrained in the legal
presentation
of women, should
profession.
It seems to. me that
.J1ave no, place in a law s~hool
Professor. Banzhaf would .~est
newsp~per.
Surely the NatIOnal
aChl,eve hIS top twenty condttIon
Law. Center does not want to
for the .NLC by giving his
align itself, even in a minimal
students
.'his full
professorial
way, fwithPlayboy's'
regressive
suppo~t, rath~r than. py openly
attitude toward half the human
attackmg theu capabtlttIes 10 an.
race. .
open forum.
Pat Rye
Fourth Year Night Student,

Juliet Mellow'
Karla Perri

. A. 'Franklin Greenstone

WHY AREN'T WE TOP TWENTY?
We invite all s.tu~~nts and faculty to
submit suggestions

,

for improving the NLC

to be printed in our February 16th Issue.
DEADLINE: Thlirs.Febraury

11
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Abo~tion:TheRig~t' To Choose
by CeCe Ibsen
This week marked the an.niver-.:.
sary or the passage of Roe v.
',Waae •. in .which ,the Supreme
Court
of' the United
States'
upheld I the right to abortion. as within the parameters
of the
Constitution.
The ensuing clamor'
. has yet .to die down and perhaps
- never will,
/
. .On Frida~. January' 22.- the
RIght to' Life-ers-vdescended
on
Washington in droves. - Among
the demonstrators -were children.
some no more than five or' six
years old., carrying .. sign~ ..and
placards with graphic' depictions
.of the horrors of abortion.
I
w.as moved by the sight .of those
. 'small children as they walked'
down
' Constitution
Avenue
clinging- to the hands of their
parents whose faces bore' looks
of pride.
My reaction was· one
of disbelief mixed with fear.'
r ::

by SallyWeinbrom

by many things. '.my parents. my ..'
peers. my church'. 'When I make
my choices
I 'consider .. these
. factors ....carefully .. and ' choose
which I . will allow to influence
my behavior.
Just as my parenta.;
and .peers cannot .legislate against
my personal judgments •.. neither
can my elected officials .. This is
not to say I have the right to do
anything I want. for inherent in
my (and our) human nature is an
obligation to humanity.
'
I do not .have' the right-. to
walk up to a pregnant woman on
the street and tell her that
because she is unemployed and,
barely able to. support herself.
she must abort her child.
She
has made her choice and while I .
might not agree with her. it is
none of my business. Conversely'
if I choose •.. for whatever my
reasons may. be. to have an
abortion,
that .woman
on the

If seems that everyone :these
days is grappling to become the
best .. Justifiable or not. rankings
are distributed in every phase of
human life from college football-?":
ratings to law class tank to,
horrors. law school statUre.:-·
With each additional rung or
gradepoint, the rrated individual
registers . gaIp~"
In
college
football. gam IS measured through
invitations 'to more prestigious'
bowls 'meaning.' more 'money; in

. OPINION

law school gain is 'reflected . by
the number of interviews and the
Iiklihood
of'
higher
salaries
meaning more money; and for the
law school. gain.' IS measured
through luminosity
of teachers.
greater
endowments - and
you
guessed it. more money.
'
Though obviously suchrankings
connote
materIal'
gam.
the
\.
universal
dilemma
of,
such
rankings
is
their
fairness.
street nas no 'right to ten me I
.The abortion adversarials have
Everyone
knows
that
college
can't .. ~
.
aligned themselves on two ends
football
ran kings
are skewed
Those who are against abortion
of the iPectrum.
the' Right to
toward, traditional power houses.
will "'argue
that my position
Life end and the Pro Choice end. .....,,ignorestherig,hts
So,
each year,sports
writers pick
of
the
fetus.
Between them lies a lot of middle
the best team mfootball
based
" The -Supreme Court has made a
ground on which many stand. yet
on the bowl season.
And. each
decision as ,to fetal rights. and
most seem to take either the
year sports fans contest their
whpe I do not find it so easy tp
high or low roads.. They either
selection
pointing,
to
such
delIneate
when
a
creature
IS'
liKe abortion or theydon·t.
On
inequities 'as . differences
in
viable
and
when
it
is
not
the
this particular
issue. for and
schedules.
differences
in team
decision
as
written
is.
stili
the
against translate into approval or
healthiness and toughness of. bowl
lesser of many evils. The fetus
dIsapproval. right or wrong. By
opponents. "
may have rights. and if I were
its very nature. abortion invokes
Just as every January
brings
an
advocate
of
abortion
in
any
a value judgement on the road to ~
bowl
season.
it also
briJ1gs
situation.
under
any
circumstanopinion.
The right-to
abortion
posting of first year grades. To
ces,
I
would
indeed
be
ignoring
has become law and law, as many
most first ....years. . the general
them. I am not such an advojurisprudential
theorists"
say,
concensus is that· these numbers
cate.
Wh!!t I; am. saying is not
necessarily
encompasses· notions
. will determinetheir.future
law,
that-abortion
15 "fIght or wrong~
of right Or wrong. .' This is a
school careers~ and seemirigly.
,but that I have the right, to ..'
very frightening -conceFti indeed
, theIr lives. . ..,..
• . ...,
".,
make 'such
value' judgmentS'
and why Ifouno mysel cringing
. The' importance of these marks
- myself. 'without congress. without .
on Constitution Avenue. "
i~ not dispelled by s~cond year
the courts and without the people
I 'will not debate the sociosmce. 'as
students . enter
the,
who
fire-bomb..:
clinics
and
log}c!!l. 'physical,
econo~ic
or
interviewing
season.
..they are
doctor's
offices.
",
reJjgtOus gro~ndsuponwhlch'
the,
constantly aware of who in their
~dmittedly.
my first feelings
RIght to LIfe and Pro ChoIce
class finished where based on the
towards
those.
demonstrators
groups base their arguments.
My
number of times an individual's
Friday were feelings of anger. I
.concern is not so much whether
name ..,appears - on .the
COO
was
angry
that
they
feIt'
the
the right to abortion is itself
interview. board .. Third years' are
need
to
00
what
they
were
doing
lawful, but, whether the right to
particularly
jarred
by
the
and that they felt the need to
make value judgments .based . on
numbers game since, for them
drag
their
chIldren
into
it.
But
some scheme
of' morality .. is
. grades have ceased to be a casual
I don't have. the right to be
lawful.
competition.
with
other
,law
anary
,
because
.
each
of
us
is,
. "Legislatingmorality'\which
students
and . started ,. to .be a
entitled
to
think.
speak,
act
and
the Falwellian school of Jurisprubloodied fight to the death for
write on· our convictions.
There
dential theorists and 'Iawmakers
pow/?r. prestige
and a greater
'is
a
fine
line
between
when
those
'
are so ardently pursuing.' has no
startmg salary.c'
.
'
actions are protected and when
place in an arguably
modern
There are no easy ways for
they
are
not:
~Demonstrating
society purportedly
founded on
students who have not performed
agamst abortion >does not cross
basic human rights and freedoms.
well to reconcile themselves to
that
line,
but
the
_goal
of
such
As an adult and' as .a human
their unexpectedly·· poor showing.
demonstrations.
the
abolition
of
being I have the right to choose
There are few outlets here Jor'
the, right
to abortion.
most
how' i will live' my 'life.
That·,
discussion
since other students
certainly
does~
choice' 'is necess'arHy influenced
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future, jobs may be offered or
unoffered..
But. what
ever
happens, ...each person's response
to their
condition
determines
'their course.
At the risk of
repeating
hack phrases.
ruing
what didn't happen is a waste of
time.
' Putting
your
efforts
!oward making something happen
IS both time-saving and conSCIOUS
grac1Og.
~.,
.
-f\nd. the-ether thing to' keep
·mind IS that they are. after all
only numbers and not. defining
terms. WIthout denegrating those
·who performed well •. the danger
of assigning value based on a
number rank is well documented
·Number 2 often' beats number i
o.n New Year's Day. How many
tImes has the underdog
triumphed?
But. how many times has the
same _underdog been beaten. by
his own predisposition to secono
stature rl!tqer than preeminence?
Self fufIll10g prophacy
is the
phrase
bantered'
by
many
p'sychologists...
' •Fate . is more,
likel¥ to come to the mind oC the
mystIfIed law student. ,."._ ..
. In the end.Q1e grading system
ltke most rankmg systems is an
unfair but essential beast. . Even
'those . that .do well will not
dispute that. '.. ,Some people take
tests better than others.
Some
people a<!justdifferently
to law
school.
Some people dIdn't feel
well the day of the test or
forget; thrqugh net:vouslless. to
readtne entIre question.
Whatever
the reason.
it is
critical to keep in mind that the
difference separating the bottom
, quarter of the class from the top
quarter is about 15 grade points
,and' piles of self esteem.
As you find yourself criticizing
the next AP football or basketball poll •. or,regretting
GW's
placement 10 . the .,second tier of
law
schools;·, remember
that
numbers unlike 'people
have no
story to telt,'
.

in

--

..
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CD's Eye' DC Homel~ss -.•
by'Carl

,are just as happy: or unhappy.
Professors
too.
who . seemed
·distant. and unapproachably grand
at the beginning of the semester.
are now impossible to talk to
since .they. the stars of their
own law school classes. are fairly
or unfairly assumed to be unsympathetic. Non-law school friends ..
even those in' other graduate
diciplines.toften
can't understand
the' importance of' grades' to the
law student.
, All.' however,'
is not dim.:
Grades may go up or down in the

Bob~r

(mostly for humall.ita~ian' ·assis'tance) when people are freezing
.As the winter' season reaches . ,to death within blocks of the
Its coldest .peak
the prospects
White House ... · Think of it-'fbr our nattOn's homeless people
millions of dollars to feed, clothe
today' is bleak.
For these
and arm Nicaraguan ,.rebels and
unfortunate
'individuals.
the
mercenaries
thousands of. miles
homelessness 'question is not a
away. while American. citizens
. pol'fcal cam .
.
t
sleep. on metal grates in sub11
. paign :Issue. 0 score"
freezing temperatures.
having to
sympathy POlfitS. wIth. but rather
beg for assIstance.'
I'm sure,'
a matter
of life and' death;'
Despite the heroic efforts of a
these people took great solace in
relatively small number of people. '
the PresIdent's ., State of the
t
I
f
h
Union message that the number
1
IS sImp y a· act t at not
of poor is decreasing .. How can
enough ,is . being· done· for these
it be "democratic" to' "arm· and
peopfe.
The .College Democrats
are working hard to correct this
supply' foreigners
to overturn
state of affairs.
. '- ,governments when a frightening
R
dl
f h h'
number
of
Americans
are·
egar ess 0 w et er you're a
malnourished.
uncared for and
Democrat
or a RepublIcan,
it
seems
sadly .Ironic
that
the.
unsheltered?
I, guess
the
Reagan Administration is proposhomeless'aren't
..' registered
ing $36 million in Contra aid
Go to page 7, col. 1
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Diversity (Cont'd)

i,Read it.

.

~!

.Prison (Cont'd).

'

j

From page 11
meant as r». Jones and I went
over to the prison factory.
As we waited for an officer' to
key us into the factory buildin~,
I began to wonder which state s
license plates. they would be
making since this was a federal
facility.
I learned that prisoners
,. d9n't make license plates in' the
high-tech 1980's;
they make
electrical cable and lots of it.
Inside, inmates busily labored at
work carrels making miles of
,complicated
looking
electrical
wiring.
The cable 10 turn gets
sold to, the government, and the
profit goes to the Bureau of
.' Prisons. . The factory looked. just
like I imagined a civilian cable
factory would look like with the
exception of the .doors locking
from the inside.
It made me feel good to think
that these guys were .learning
and doing a job that they could
continue when' they get out of
prison - because .that is what
, eventually is going to happen to
the majority oftnem
in twentyfour
to
thirty-six
months.
Rehabilitation
is expensive and
recent.istudies
show that, such

from pagel
f
~
of the rankings, since .the plan requires' that the
objective critena, .writing sample and grades demonstrate _"solid potential. for. Journal work". . Critics .
counter that this process, because it, involves a
subjective evaluation, necessarily' creates a "slippery
slope."
'. .
.
Another criticism focuses 'on the plan's characterization as a diversity plan. Some argued that it
is really an affirmative action plan in disguise, which
will diminish the reputation of the publications. __. .
'Julie Ford, Executive Articles Editor of the
Journal, emphasized -that the plan is different from,
affirmative action plans. because it does not establish
quotas for members of specific groups, does' not
displace applicants in the traditional competition, and
considers numerous factors besides race and ethnicity., ',--.' , '.• --..
>.
..
. ""_
" .Ford \further . contends that the' plan will' not
create a.stigma for members admitted under it, nor.
lo.wer thequality of '"the. publication for .two. reasons.
FIrst, .' anyonecompetmg
for membershIp
may
complete -, a diversity
statement
and .after
the
selection-process
is completed it will be unknown
who was selected under the plan. Also, the commit-.
tee will only select for 'membership those applicants
whose grades and writing competition, scores were.
, relatively close to the cut-off
point' for selection
based solely on objective criteria.
.
. -, '. .
,, Some,however,
,opposed
the plan for the
opposite reason.
They felt that the only diversity
factor not already reflected in the staffs 6fthe
publications currently is race. There are currently
no black members on either publication.
Since' the
lack of racial diversity
is the only sig~ificant
problem, 'the plan should address this Issue dIrectly .
. These cntics claim .that last year none of' tlie
black students' at the 'NLC competed for membership. '.
Thus, a. recruiting drive ..among- minority students
wouldpto.bably.bnn8;
more,niinonty m~mbers t~rough
the tradItIOnal selectIOn process, and If thIS dId not
work, then a diversity plan directly focusing on, this
problem should be implemented..-.
.
.
The drafting committee emphasized that the
publications
are ..trying'
to encourage
minority
students to compete for membership.
However, the.
plan is not directed solely to racial minorities, and is
not a' minority
recruitment
plan for either the
publications or the law school as a whole. According
to Ford, 'last year is a bad year on whiCh to judge
minority participation in the competition, since that
Juiy 1~-AugustI2
first year class had very few racia] minorities;
Another criticism concerned the application of
the plans had they .I~assed in bo~h publtcations··lt
was argued' that If Law Review selected. then
members\!nder
tlJe pla.n f.rom those falling di,rectly
below theIr cut-off;
It "would' take away dIverse
applicants who would quaIi(y for the Journal under·
the objective criteria.
The 'plan also left unclear,
whether Law Review would select its members underi
the plan from those falling directly below its cut-off,:
or whether both publicatIons would select members
by the objective criteria' and from the" range below
that select members under:the diversity plan. ' iC', ,',
Committee \ members
countere(1 'that'i; many'
applicants only compete for one publication .and·
would not be considered ·for ·the other,under.any;
circumstances; \ Also, since the two publications use,'
different· ratios: for' writing scores and,. grade-point,
averages and. separately score the writing sa.mples,
'm~y whQwouW~
clo~ w mem~~fup
~OM
I_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
PU.bhcation would not be in the other.
, ..•

, .programs
are only marginally
effective.
It is too easy to
-, revert back to outlaw behavior
once you are back running with
your homeboys,
.' '
.
Since there is no constitutional
entitlement to rehabilitation while .
·in . prison,
some
states'
are
dismantling
their, rehabilitation
,prograJ!1s to' spend the money
·nnprovmg the standards of other
pnson conditions.
Corrections'
theory
seems to, be shifting
toward the view' that the only
goal of sentencing that imprisonment can fulfill is, punishment.
With the new federal sentencing
guide.lines providing that virtually
everyone who catches a "beef"
doe~(;time in prison, it is clear
than'lome
other system has got
to shoulder the burden of guiding
these, peop.le a~ay from, thelr
_criminal onentauon.
.
If I carried anything of worth
away from my yuletide field trip'
to the big house., it is probably
the understanding that we as a .~
society- need to change many of
our VIews about criminal correc·tions and prison.
I'll probably J
think twice before I complain
about . a .city
or state
not
expanding ItS, stadium because It
needs the money for education or
drug
rehab
programs..
I'Ilprobably also get angry when a
CIty does Just the opposite.

,.

the"

Tulari~ Law-School off~~s ('t"l'
, finest summe'rstudy programs in
.maritime, international, and,
comparative law in exotic
locations.

"

Cambridge, England
,June 28-July 14
July 18-AugustA

Jerusalem"
Israel,

.
I
."".",;"

; ;"

<:\,

~.

,All courses taught in English'
'Tuition $1.OOOJor two sessions.
'$600 for one session.
, Deadline for'registering
>'

May 1, 1988:.'

: ,·Formore inforination write'
Director of Records
" Thlane Law School
,
Orleans. LA 70118
or call 504/865-593?,'

,"New

i,I

.

r .

. 1'1:

.
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'Mr.'
MUlu&ba .'~ be -releasea'"
immediately;' that he be given a
fair and speedy trial, that he not
be beaten in prison, and that he
not be subjected to psychiatric'
. eXamInatIOn:'"
..
Citoyen
N'singa
Udjuu
..Ongwakebi

.1:':

.write for' AnlnestY International.
, by Jon ~!ltz

I

; President du Conseil Judiciare
'et Commissaier d'Etat a la Justice
Departement de la Justice
Kinshasa-Gombe,
Republique du
ZAIRE
G9 to page 16; col. 3

Arrest in' Zaire
.
Authorities. in Zaire- arrested
i' Nearly .every month, 'lawyers
and detained attorney and former
, around the world are deprived by
government
minister Tshisekedi
:. their' governments of fundamental
Wa Mulumba on January 17,1988
.human rights.'
These attorneys.
1
apparently
for . his
peaceful.,
-, are imprisoned
or tortured for
efforts to form a second political
ByLou Manuta
."'-.
the benefits
or" 'EJF' and ~ the
defending
the
political'.
or
'party in this one-party
nation.
responsibilities
of ..'each 'depart-!
religious rights of others or for
He .w~s . reportedly
beaten. soon
Probably the biggest event'EJFcment,
there were also refresh....engaging
10
dissiden~ activity
after hIS arrest..
'. "
..•.is currently dealing with. i~ the ". ments served.
The fund raising'
;: themselves.'
The National Law
Mr. Mulumba has spent. four
rwrappmg up of Hie preliminary
committee
is working
on the
· . Center's
Amnesty
International
out of .the past six years in
stages. of; our Loan Forgiveness
" finishing
.touches
for both a
chapter urges law students and
prison or in Internal banishment
campaIgn"
..
,
raffle
and .···an " auction
this
professors to support the human
"for his-non-violent
opposition to
The Loan Forgiveness" Task'
semester.
The career, developrights.of
members of the world
the government.
The arrests
Force proposal,
complete
with '
ment ' committee is looking for
legal community. by joining one.
concerned
his 'attempt,
with
complex analyses of the financial
volunteers to assist the CDO in
of the. following
three
mass' , .others, to form a second political
letter-writing
campaigns.
needs and desired goals of the
the Public Interest Interview day.
party in Zaire
the Union for
Arrest in Rumania·
-:
student body, has. been submitted
Also, able bodied helpers are
Democracy and Social Progress
, to the administration and faculty:
always needed for the community
Last month, Rumanian authori, (UDPS)
His arrest last month
-: ties arrested and detained 34-"
Weare waiting for th~ir approval
outreach
department.
If you
came 'just.'; before
he began
and, .hopefully, a trial term" of
missed the meeting and still want
year-old attorney Nelu Prodan,
speaking." to . an audience
.in
reportedly
for .taking
bribes.,
the' program WIll be available for
to join in on the fun, just leave
Kinshasa.'
Other persons at the
However, 'Amnesty International
the Fall of "1988.. Once again,
a message' on the bulletin board
gathering were also arrested' and
the program will .not cost the
in the EJF office in B-306.
is il!formed that he" ",:as actually
there
are reports
that .some
detained. for defending fellow"
students any money, as it will be
. Finally, apglications. are now
UDPS supporters-at the gathering
r Rumanians
being prosecuted for
supported by alumni, and foun-,'
available in the "EJFoffice
. for
.were severely beaten by security
their reli,gious' actIvities and for
dation grants.'
Only those, who;
the Summer Grants program.
If
force members and that some may
. representing- Bucharest churches
would desire to use the loan
you'd like to work in the public
have been killed.
.'.'
.
in court. actions
against
the
forgiveness
program <would be
Interest this summer and the only
Mr. Mulumba is reportedly held
authorities.
'
"
affected by. It.. It is the answer
thing .holding you back is a lack
in incommunicado
detention at
·
Please
send·
polite
letters
,......
to things that are· inspiring and
of funds, complete one of'. the
Kinshasa's prison. It is reported
'req~estingdetails
of the charges
unrealistic
with realistic things
forms
for' an opportunity
to
that the government will subject
agamst Nelu Prodan to: ,.
that are uninspiring. ". .
..,
receive some funding' if the place
him to psychiatric examination on
· Delui Ministru al Justitiei
,
As . for 'EJF as a" whole, on, ' 'of your choice can't pay on their
the baSIS that his recent political
Maria Bobu
.
own.'·
It could make all the
behavior may .indicate .that.he.
'. , Tuesday we had our first general
, ..meeting
'. for
; the ,semester.,
difference.'
.
Bedul Gheorghe Gheorghiti-dej
may be mentally ill."
.
33
'.
:
Besides the .usual dissertation 'on'
Please write polite letters in
Bucaresti. RUMANIA
English or French urging that

Law 'Review "Has .Issue'
by Steve 'Stone

Master of Laws
Boston University
SchoolofLawL

uiM. Degree

in B~

Law Studies,·

published
.this" ..•..
January, ,=1s. a
symposiumcommemoratmg,
the
bIcentennial of the Constitution.
The
symposium.
uses as . 'its
, touchstone Charles' Beard's

When
the
current
editorial
board,was selected last March, it
· set. two p'rimary goals: to brmg
",:" the ReView. .up to date and
An Economic. Interp;,e"lfltion.. 01.
'; improve the quality of notes aria'
the .., ConstitutIOn 01 the Un.ltea
articles published.
Since that
States;·
Introduced'
by retIred
time, the Law Review has publis-,.>
Chief Justice WarrenBurger~
the
· hed five issues and is currently
issue includes provocative' essays
; working on three issues that will
by notable scholars such as Judge
be published within the next four
Richard.Posner, Sanford Levinson,
months.
,Mark
. Tushnet..
CassSunstein,
. Issue 55:3 of the Law Review,
Richard 'Epstem, : and' Jonathan
'. published in Qctober. 1987".has'
Macey.
'.
.been well receIved.
.An ;artlcle
. Issues 56:2 and 56:3, WIth cover
'written.
by. Professor
Daniel.·
dates, of January,. and March,
Gifford
of the University
'of
' respectively, are both expected to
Minnesota, entitled "The Segarabe published in March.
If the
· tion of Powers Doctrine ana the
March issue is in fact published
Regulatory
A~encies ,; .' After
. in . March; it. wilL . be .the first
Bowsher v. Synar \ was cited and
t"
....
.t
.. th t
quoted. parenthetIcally'.
by the
Ime: m "recenmemory
. a a
D.C
CIrcuit
in its decision
cover
date
has matched
the!
Y d
th . . d . d t
. calendar date..
' .' .... '.
St·n'k'mown
e. m epen en This year's D.C. Circuit Review,
counseNlaw87'SS2e6eIn
1 ·reSeale4d5
56:4, with a cover date 'of May,
. Case, .0.
, S l Ip op. ,at
will contain a.memorial tribute to
(D.C. CIr. Jan. 22, 1988).·
.
fo me ch'ef . Ue of the DC
Additionally Professor Marjorie,
.r.r
1
JU
. .
Silver's artiCle "The Uses and
... CIrcUit, . Car:l.
cGowan,
who
Abuses of Informal Procedures in
. passed away,m December.
Federal Civil Rights
Enforce' Scholars, jurists, attorneys, and
ment" was included 'in the "Worth ,:
former law clerks have agreed to
write essays in memory of Judge
R ea d·mg "Ico umn pu bl'lshed. b y, the
McGowan,
including:,
Justice
National Law Journal in . ,its
Lewis F. Powell, Tr. (retired)a'
.:february·1, 1988 issue.
Judges Ruth Bader Ginsburg an
Of' die student-written
pieces"
Dpug~as. Ginsburg ,of the D.C.
published in issue 55:3, Don Levy
CIrCUIt·, Lloyd . N. . Cutler . of
- and
Debbie
Duncan's·
note,
W'l
C I & P' k'
E .
uJudicial Review of Administrative
1 mer
ut er
IC enng; rwm
l
. Rulemaking
and
Enforcement.'
Griswo d, former' United States
Discretion:
The ..Effect of A:
Solicitor General and 'Dean of
- PresuIl).ption of llnreviewability",
Harvard Law School; Richard A.
was . mcluded
m .the
"worth'..
Merrill;:
Dean
Emeritus
and
read.in~" .list.'. distributed. by the ;'.' Professor, University of Virginia
Law ,School (former law clerk);
UOlte States' Courts LIbrary for"
. Geoffrey
P. Miller, Professor
the Ninth Circuit to all federal
. •Uni.versit
of Chica,go Law School
judges in the circuit.
.
. ~
I k)
d B dl
In December
1987, the Law- ,
ormer aw c er
an
ra ey
Review publishedlheinaugural
'
. Campbell (lawc erk for1987issue of the D.C. Circuit Review,'
..88bnlYOne
firm,.decision·
has,
55:4 & 5.
The issue was '.
been
reached
regarding
the:
introduced by ChiefJu~lge of the
content of the August issue, 56:5.
D.C. Circuit Patricia Wald' and
-Former
ACLU attorney, RIchard
former Chief Judge Spottswood
Emery, who appeared recently on
Robinson
III" and it includes
. Night/me, has agreed to write a
twenty studepth-written
chapters,
. commentary
addressing
a con-I
each qf 'YhiC .. analyzes rec.e~t
troversial'
Justice
Department
. D.C. CIrCUIt opmIOns m a speCIfIC
. program
that encourages
drug.
area of law.
;'
tests of arrestees.
-.:r!'l9§t,..l~"~ntfL-a} ..~~.~~ft~(!>~,,~,~lJJ
"llo"'.,.,.
,.."'~~
~
~
~",: ~~~',
'.!

A unique graduate .program offering sepafate, multi~ '
disciplinary courses of study in American Banking Law ~,'
Studies aJ]d in In!E'mational Banking Law Studies.
.

-;:' ~

-

- '.' .- -.

;'.,r

Taught by faculty of the Basion University School of law,
eminent banking law attorneys and managementexperts;
these innovative programs provide an exceptional blend of
. intellectual and practical education at one of the nation's
m,ost.prestigious law schools. Covering the full range of
, advanced banking law SUbjects, the curriculum also.
"includes courses specially developed to introduce lawyers"
to the economic and managerial aspects ofthe domestic
and international financial services industry.

'.
. I

\

. ,

This comprehensive ll.M: program offers a singular
educational opportunity for lawyers who wish to practice
in these dynamic, fast growing areas of specialization.

\.

Applications are now being accepied' for full or part-time
," enrollment in September 1988, ."'...
.

For a catalog cOntaining detailed
information and application forms, write:

ra

Graduate Programin Banking Law Studie~
Morin Center for Banking La' ..: Studies
Boston University School of Law
.765 Commonwealth Avenue '
Boston, Massachusetts 02216

/'

or call: 617/353-3023
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From the home office in-Clear
Lake, Texas. come the to~ ten
by.CeCelbson
",¥'--:. reasons
to ap~oint
Professor
.Banzhaf the new NLC Dean:
LRobert
Bork is the
The Smoking policy' will
SERYICES OFFERED -.' ."..
runner for NLC Dean. '
be strictly enforced.
.
2. Al Haig is the front runner
He can put Diet Coke in
WORD PROCESSING.·res~~es~\
.for the Republican nomination. .':
the cigarette machines.
propos3~s. ler.a!. r~arch .papen •....
3. . Rob Hirsh is the front
Law Review, Journal and
legal braefs. litlptlon documents,'
· runner for SBA President. -.
S~A really don't need
manuals and manuscripts.
598· 4. Lloyd Elliott's replacement
.windows as much as .
4532;
".
is Stephen' Joel Trachtenberg
". .', younger faculty
from the University of Hartford.
candidates considering
GW's campaign has been changed
TYPISTlWORD·""'- PROCESSOR'
the NLC ... [who would
from "Harvard on the Potomac".
AVAILABLE.
Twenty. yeRrk
be] consigned to .offices
to "Hartford on the Potomac".
experience, convenient to Metro.
wfiere they. will not see
~ . 5. The SBA does more than .
S.}60/page.- .(703).938-6253 •. " ...
the light of day until
"
'
.
,r<,.' __';: '-:,; '~~'.
just provide coffee and donuts .
many deaths or retire6. 'The.CDO
was lying when
. ij:ELP W'ANTEf)
"-:'Top<20Ittw
schoor> ISO Dean.
ments move them up the
· they told us that 96%' of'.all NLC
pecking (and officegrads will find employment upon
HEAL ~y'
MALES :wJ\;~J)~·Must
be..scholarly, of the highest
choosing) order.".
graduation.
.
.
Ijelp infertile cou~les~ Confiden.....
integrity and an all-around good ..
7. Deans have rather short
, 6a. ScottIves has a job..
hahty ensured.
Ethnic diversity
guy like the one we have now.
tenures.
7.
The 1987-1988 Student
~esirable ... Excellentcom::ensa. ,Respond'.via.Advocate,
#1462 - ....
6. - The move will bring
Directory was traded to Iran for
great [amounts] publicity
money for the contras to release
~~~etj~ont:~~ Drif~gg'~~ft~~~
.'HoneYb~~r:' .I'Il:..bri~&."the~e~son.,
to the NLC..
.
,.the hostages (or something like
Fairfax, VA 22031. ,698-73SS •.~.,·· . Oil, 'you bnng.the'Saran
Wrap.
5; Just imagine how big the
that).
'Dennis
Quinn
knew
.;..
)t"~':<!"'"
It's- a,party.
··I,.ove, Boo-boo
bulletin board outside
nothing about it. '
.
THE ..' ADVOCAn'<is'
alway!.
head.
.....
_.
the Dean's suite could be .:
8.
.Marion
Barry
is
the
front
looking fOr morit8Ient.AreymJ'
'.'
f
.
4.
Dean
Banzhaf wouldn't diex
runner
for
NLC
Dean.
the next Lois Lane or Crark
'Only 126 days ..until graduation,
of lung cancer.
..
.'
9. This is my real hair color.
Kent? Give us a call ~t 994_7325and'I'm
still unemployed.
3. Emphysema is contagious.
2. He could teach fewer
%3~~P by the office in Bums,
Tooay's: horosc<>pe:your
life is'
classes, thus enabling him
going to hell and there's not a
Attention: The nextissueof The
to devote more time to
Advocate
will
address
the
topic
HOME WORKERS WANTED! TOP,
darn, tJ.ling you. can do about it.."
"suing the bastards."
of love and law school.
All
I.
The
NLC will be ranked
V!.. Cottage Industries,: 121Congratulations'Ken
and Jennifer'
interested students are invited to
NUMBER ONE by U.S.
Nth AveOnue.. N.W. Suite 222.
on the, new prosepective' little
submit
stories. .
Deadline:
News & World Reports.
orman, K 13069.,'
"
, - Brother(s). Love, the Advoc~estaff.
February lith.
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Duke's .Professor
.Chrlstie
~
Visits the NLC,
"

,

.
A defense
.:.'against cancer

Amnesty (Cont'd)

,

'

.can be cooked up
, inyour kitchen.

.:;..

From 'pag~'14
Syrian Attorney
',',
NLC is that we are an urban law
-, Attorney
Rtad' Al-Turk : has .
by Carolyn, Kuenne
school with a far larger student
been held-incommunicado
m
body than that of DUKe. Thus,
Damascus for seven years without
Professor George, CiChristle of
teaching-in
urban Washington,
charge or trial, apparently
for
the Duke University law faculty
D.C. IS Quite different
than
being
First
Secretary'
of the
is at the NLC for the spring
'Durham,
.' North,
Carolina ..
outlawed . ,Communist
Party
semester, teaching both jurispru. Although Professor Christie is
Political Bureau.
.
.
dence and American legal history.
not teaching
any
first
year .
"Arrested by security agents on
.Professor Christie received both
. courses' here at the NLC, he does
, October
28, - 1980, . he
has
his A.B. and J.D: from Columbia
so at Duke. At Duke the classes
reportedly been tortured severely
University, a degree in Internarange
from
twenty
,to one
since his arrest on at least three
tional Law from Cambridge .. and
huridred and twenty students with , occasions.
He is now critically
his S.J.D., from Harvard. Univerevery first year student having at
ill from lack of essential medical
. least one small class.·
'
treatment for diabetes while' in
sitPi-ofesso~ Christie's ,.principal
.' The legal research program is
prison. He recovered from a 25fields are torts, jurisprudence and,
incorporated into the other, full
day coma on January 10 of this,
legal reasoning. 'However
he has
credit first year courses.
Thus
year and is now held in solitary
also taught international fawand
Professor Christie,
in teaching
confinement at Al-Mezze Prison.
has lectured in. New Zealand,
his
first
year
torts
classes, also ~ . Please,
write
polite
letters
Israel, Belgium ' China, JOhannes,teaches
one credit,
of legal
urgingjthat
Mr •. Al-Turk
be
burg" South At rlca, and spent a .
research
which is intertwined
immeaiately and unconditionally
.' year as a Fulbright Scholar at
with an area of torts such as
. released ana that he 'be permitted
Cambridge University.
He has
defamation. Although the schools
access to doctors Of his choice:
also
led two
separate
legal
differ
with
respect'
to
size
and
His
ExcellencY"Muhammad
studies tours of the Soviet Union.
location,
"Christie
finds
the.
Harba
At home in the United States
students to be Quite similar.
.
Minister of the Interior
he has been. a vjsJting professor
.
Professor
Christie
is
enjoying
" Ministry of" the Interior
at- the .Universities
of' North
.the NLC even though all IS stillDamascus, .'"SYRIAN
ARAB'
Carolina, Michigan, and Florida;
new.
He
claims
lie
has..
been
REPUBLIC'
.'
He was also a Ford Fellow in
lecturing more these past few
If you receive any response to
Law at Harvard Law School.
weeks than is his customary
.your Iettets,'. please, notify us
. For Professor Christie the most
style.. .but also claims that will
Immediately.
Jon Katz 785-2562,
distinct difference between Duke
soon change. " "...
,
"David Epstein 521-9459.
'.
University School of Law and the

There is evidence that
"diet and cancer are related.
Follow these modifications in '
your daily diet to reduce
chances of getting cancer:
1. Eat more high-fiber foods
"such as fruits and vegetables
and whole-grain cereals.
2. Include dark green and'
deep yellow fruits and vegeta-v
bles rich in vitamins A and C.
3. Include cabbage, broccoli,
.brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and
,cauliflower.
4 .Be moderate in consump,
.tion of salt-cured, smoked, and '
. nitrite-cured foods .
5. Cut down on total fat in:
takefrom animal sources and'
fats and oils.
.
6. Avoid obesity.'
:'7.'Be moderate in consumption of alcoholic beverages .:
,NO One faces cancer alone.
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AMERICAN CANCER SOCIElY'
.

"

-"

SA.'ITACLARA UNIVERSITY
~

.-

'"

1988 ,SUMMER LAW S'IUDYABROl\l)
"

--...\(

JAPAN:

OXFORD,JENGLAND: ;

June 15 --AugustS'

Students live in 15th ceritury Oxford
College and are taught by Oxford Dons
;in Oxford Tutorial Method. . Course
offerings include Jurisprudence,
.Legal History, Computers 'and,the Law,
.European Economic Community Law,. and,
various comparative courses in areas
:such as RealPropert:y , Criminology'
and Penology, Constitutional Law"
and Torts.

Eniphasis on U.S.- Japanese trade.
Courses in Japanese Legal System,
,International Business Transactions,
Comparative Protection of Intellectual
Property. Internships with:Japanese .
law-firms or ,corporate legal
.departments. Instruction by .
Japanese professors and
practitioners. Visits,to
governmental offices and company
~legal departments.

.:;-

HONG KONG : June 15"--August
STRASBOURG, FRANCE
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND:

Q

00
~,

\,J)

l

r

"""'~

~.

June 8 - July 29

.Emphasis on international hu~an rights
and public international law. Taught
by.lJeco~nized experts from around the
world. In cooperation with International Institute of Human Rights
(Strasbourg), and Henry Dunant '
Institute (Geneva). Courses Qn
Sources of International Law;
International Organizations, Human
Rights, International Protection of,
Cultural Property, Taking ofEvide~ce
Abroad, The French Legal System.
Lnt.e'rnshdppossibilities.·,

,,"

Emph~sis'on·trade.and comercial
relations between Hong Kong, China and'
the rest of East Asia •. Program held' at ~
the University of Hong Kong. Practice
component affords option of either a"
writing tutorial or an internship with
a Hong Kong law firm, corporate law
'
of f Lce ; .or government agency -.'.
'SINGAPORE!BANGKOK!ASEAN:June

6

July 29

Emphasis on: the legal aspects of international investment and developmentin'the
countries.of the Association of Southeast
.Asian Nations (ASEAN; Sing~pore,: Idonesia,Thailand, )1alaysia, The Philippines,
Brunei),andtheir
legal systems and
cultures. -,Internships with Singapore or
ALL COURSES ARE TAUGHT IN ENGLISH.
Bangkok law firms. At our disposal are'
APPROVED 'BY THEAMBRICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
the resources of the.National University
.oi: Singapore,. The Asi.an-Pacific ·Tax and
Investment ResearcA Center, local and
For a'detailed brochure, contact:
internatibnal faculty of recognized experts
"in the subject areas, and law offices which
Institute of International & Comparative Law deal in such matters on a daily
. , basis.
Santa Clara University School of Law~
Santa Clara, California , 95053
,
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